TV Aerial Install and Repair FAQ's
The Aerial Guys have been fitting and fixing satellite dishes for more than 25 years. In that time,
we’ve amassed a wealth of knowledge and experience about satellite dish installations and
satellite tv repairs. So, we’ve compiled some of your most Frequently Asked Questions to give youall
the information you to need.
Can you repair my TV aerial?
When The Aerial Guys talk about TV repairs we don’t physically carry out repairs on your TV aerial.
We’ll assess where the fault in your picture lies. If we can adjust your existing aerial and cabling to
improve your picture then we will. However, if your aerial has been damaged, we will need to replace
it. Don’t worry though, The Aerial Guys carry a wide range of specialist equipment, so we can often
make same day repairs.
Can you connect several TVs to my aerial?
Yes, we can. In essence, you can have as many TV's in as many rooms as you’d like connected to your
existing aerial. These are called extra points and, depending on how many extra points you need, The
Aerial Guys can fit a suitable sized amplifier to split the aerial signal. Ask one of our friendly and
knowledgeable engineers for more details and we’ll have you enjoying multi -room viewing in no
time!
Why is my TV reception so poor?
There are any number of factors that could be causing your poor TV reception. These can range
from adverse weather conditions, to signal obstructions (like trees and tall buildings) and your
distance from the transmitting mast. The Aerial Guys can assess your signal strength and provide
guidance and practical solutions to help you to get the most out of your TV viewing experience.
Speak to us today for more information.
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